**Loop Stops**
Abbreviation: CW Loop, CCW Loop

CW Loop - Revelle Lots
CCW Loop - Revelle Lots
CW Loop - Pacific Hall
CCW Loop - Pacific Hall
CW Loop - Muir Apts
CCW Loop – Muir Apts
CW Loop - Peterson Hall
CCW Loop - Peterson Hall
CW Loop - Pangea
CCW Loop - Pangea
CW Loop – Café V
CCW Loop – Café V
CW Loop - TPCS
CCW Loop - TPCS
CW Loop - North Point
CCW Loop - North Point
CW Loop – Hopkins
CCW Loop – Hopkins
CW Loop - Warren Apts
CCW Loop - Warren Apts
CW Loop - Canyonview
CCW Loop - Canyonview
CW Loop - Pepper Canyon
CCW Loop - Pepper Canyon
CW Loop - Gilman/Myers
CCW Loop – Gilman/Myers
CW Loop - Gilman/Mandeville
CCW Loop - Gilman/Mandeville
CW Loop - Gilman/Osler
CCW Loop - Gilman/Osler
CW Loop – Ché Café
CCW Loop - Ché Café

**Parking Structures**
Abbreviation: PS

PS - Athena
PS - TPCN
PS - TPCS
PS - Hopkins
PS - Pangea
PS - Gilman
PS - Campus Point East (Thornton)
PS - Campus Point West (Thornton)

**Scripps Institute of Oceanography**
Abbreviation: SIO

SIO - P010 Johnson House (New)
SIO - P014 Keck Center (New)
SIO - P007 Hubbs Hall (New)
SIO - P002 Director’s Office (New)

**UC San Diego Health System**
Abbreviation: HS

HS - VA Hospital
HS - Thornton Hospital
HS - ECOB
HS - ACTRI
HS - CTIPM
HS - Sulpizio Cardiovascular Center
HS - Moores Cancer Center
HS - Shiley Eye Institute
HS - Jacobs Medical Center
HS - Perlman Medical Offices
HS - Radiation Oncology
HS - PET/CT Center
HS - P783
HS - P782
HS - P784
HS - P785
HS - P704
HS - P702
HS - P760
HS - P759
HS - 4510 Executive Drive (New)
HS - 4520 Executive Drive (New)
HS - 9333 Genesee Avenue (New)
HS - 8910 Villa La Jolla Drive (New)
HS - 8950 Villa La Jolla Drive (New)
HS - 8939 Villa La Jolla Drive (New)
HS - 8899 University Center Lane (New)
HS - 8929 University Center Lane (New)

**School of Medicine**
Abbreviation: SOM

SOM - BRF II
SOM - P604
SOM - P610
SOM - School of Pharmacy

**Additional Locations**
Sanford Consortium
Price Center Loop
Mandeville Loop
Salk Institute (New)
ProRide Ops. Base (Dept. Use Only)
Shuttle Ops. Base (Dept. Use Only)